
          For all surfaces,
for all purposes

Neutral Cleaner N° 556 in the mopping water, for 
household, office, school, kindergarten, commerci-
al premises, medical practices, cars, etc ...

For shine renewal and, in case of linoleum or cork,     
for the preservation of the surface elasticity use 
Natural Liquid Wax Cleaner GLANOS once after 
every forth N° 559 cleaning with the Neutral Cleaner 
N° 556. For basic cleaning, use the Intensive 
Cleaner N° 551. 

  For tiles made of cotto, stone,    
     marble and clay in the inside area

For acid-resistant stones in the inside and outside area 
such as tiles made of cotto, stone and clay, for example, 
for tiles, walls or grave stones, use our GLOUROS Clea-
ner N° 1806. Acid-sensitive stones such as marble, 
granite or soapstone, can be impregnated with our ALIS 
Stone Oil N° 202 for a water and dirt resistant layer after 
cleaning with the Neutral Cleaner.

Limescale on cotto can be removed with the GLOUROS 
Cement Veil Remover N° 1808. After drying, cotto 
needs to be saturated with an oil to obtain a durable layer, 
for example, with the KUNOS Natural Oil Sealer N° 
244. For clinker cotto please use the KERACOTT First 
Care N° 380.

LIVOS products emphasize the natural beauty of a sur-
face, have a color enhancing or preserving effect (depen-
ding on the porosity), lend a matt gloss and make the 
surfaces easy-to-clean, provided that there is no former 
glaze-layer on the surface.

     The difference –
Your Health  

LIVOS CLEANERS consist of natural, washing-active substan-
ces, such as Indian soap nuts, natural fatty acids and / or 
proteins, and vegetable oil soaps.

The advantages of LIVOS products for your
health are manifold:

                pollution-free
                no release of dangerous vapors 
                positive effect on the indoor climate
                no hazardous ingredients

Do you have any questions about our LIVOS products?
The LIVOS service team can be reached by:     
Tel +49 (0) 5825 - 88 30, Fax: +49 (0) 5825 - 88 60     
Email: info@livos.de

For more tips, information and color charts: www.livos.co.uk
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s The protective stone-oil layer and the thin wax wear layer
are constantly protected by a proper cleaning and care. 
In places exposed to greater mechanical stress, it is advisable to 
maintain frequently.
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               Wood inside
               Wood outside
               Wall decoration
               Cleaning and maintenance
               Pollutant cleanup
               Creative design
               Odorless (for allergy sufferers)

Cleaning & maintenanceLIVOS offers a wide range of products for do-it-yourselfers, 
professionals and the industry. More than 40 years of 
research and development with vegetable, renewable raw 
materials indicate the experience and quality. 

Since 1984, you can find the complete declaration of all 
ingredients on all LIVOS products - a good basis for a 
product decision for the benefit of our customers´ health.

Our guiding principles:

       Sustainable business
       Closed material cycles
       High technical quality
       Awareness and self-reliance of the consumer
       Acting for the benefit of the customer
       Environmental Protection

Use LIVOS for:

Presented by your LIVOS-trader

Printed on 100% recycling paper with mineral oil-free bio inks 
on vegetable oil basis.

LIVOS   Auengrund 10   D-29559 Wrestedt   Tel. +49(0)5825-88 0
Fax +49(0)5825-88 60   E-Mail: info@livos.de   www.livos.co.uk

For the mopping 
water:

For basic cleaning: 

For cotto, stone etc: 

For wooden floors: 

For the household: 

For repainting and 
renovation: 

  556/557 - Neutral Cleaners
  559 - Natural Liquid Wax Cleaner

1808 - Cement Veil Remover
  551 - Intensive Cleaner

1806 - Natural Siding and Masonry 
            Cleaner
  202 - Stone Oil
  380 - First Care

1862 - Floor Maintenance
1878 - Maintenance

1845 - Glass Cleaner
  548 - Natural Toilet Cleaner

  222 - Thinner
  554 - Paint Stripper
  997 - Brush Cleaner

Products

Plant . Color . Life
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